PAX - Program of Academic Exchange
14 Willett Avenue
Port Chester, NY 10573
United States Of America

Phone:
Fax:
Hub Login:
Website:

914-690-1340
914-690-0350
hub.pax.org
www.pax.org

Host a student
ID: 190755
PAX ID: WAY08117
First Name:
Sex:
Age upon arrival:
Country of Residence/Nationality:
School Type/ GPA / School Grade While in U.S.:
Graduated:
Program Year:
Allergies:
Native Language / Other Languages:

Bruno Gabriel
male
16
Spain / Spaniard
Public School / B- / 11
no
August 2017 - June 2018

English Study:
Requested Courses:

ELTIS: 223
European History, French Language, US
Government and Politics, Human Geography,
U.S. History, World History
-- none -- / occasionally

Religion/ Practicing:

Catalan, French, Spanish, English

Comments
Hobbies, Interests, and Activities
Soccer, Surfing, Skiing (Downhill), Video Games, N/A

Family Background
Mother, 59, Costume designer
Father, 56, TV director
Other/Legal Guardian, 62, Doctor
Sister (19)
Brother (33)

Student Letter
My name Is Gabriel and I am 16 years old. I’m pretty tall, I have blue eyes and long curly blond hair. I am currently studying my Freshman year at a
public High School , my hometown is at the north east of the country.

I live near the coast, it’s a very nice place. It has sea and mountains as well. It’s pretty crowded and noisy, but I still love the city and enjoy every
part of it. My house is in the center of the city, very close to downtown, and sometimes, if I want to disconnect I go to a rich neighborhood located far
away from the heart of the city, which has a lot of big houses and silent streets. I like that place because is quiet and I can go skating with my friends
since the streets empty and it’s really calmed.

There are five of us living at my house. I live with my dad, and he is a TV series and film director, my mom, who works as a clothing designer. I also
have two siblings. Currently, he doesn’t live at home anymore. We don’t have any pets at home, but I have always wanted to have a cat as a pet,
for as long as I can remember.

My hobbies are usually ourdoors, such as skateboarding and surfing or meeting with my friends, but I like inside activities too, like playing
videogames, table games, reading, watching movies....I also play football in a team, and I enjoy it a lot. I used to play tennis too, but I quitted
because I didn’t have enough time.
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We have a house in the countryside, in a little village. It’s a pretty cold place, nevertheless, during summer it can reach the 40º. We usually go there
during the weekends to relax, going on hikes, going swimming on the rivers and lakes, going biking…. I love going to the river with my father, no
matter how the weather is like.

We are a traveler family, we try to travel every summer and escape somewhere. All of us enjoy exploring and experiencing new things a lot, no
matter if it’s far or close from home. We have been to Tunisia, to Hungary, to Turkey, to the States (New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Big
Sur…) all over Italy, France, Great Brittan, Germany….

I would like to study this next year abroad for many reasons. I want to learn and improve my English, and also want to meet new people and friends
who would like to show me new traditions, ideas, and experiences, and to end up having a very good memory of it. I have always been really curious
and passionate about trying new things. I am excited to be travelling to the States and to have the chance to learn many things and visit many
places.
Thanks for reading my letter and giving me the opportuny to experience a year with you. I really hope to see you soon and we finally know each
other

If you would like to host Bruno Gabriel, please contact your Local Coordinator or our organization.
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